Fall Blitz
Professional Development Marathon

Leadership Abilities
• Planning to Graduate On-Time
• Thesis & Dissertation Formatting Guidance & Deposit Procedures

Graduate Logistics
• Success Strategies for Graduate School
• Dissertation Writing Strategies
• Cultivating a Mentoring Network for Career Success
• Creating Your Online Portfolio: Letting Others Know You Do Great Work

Teaching
• Teaching Portfolios
• How We Learn
• Graduate Teacher Certificate Program
• Teaching Statements/Philosophies Pt. 1
• Teaching Statements/Philosophies Pt. 2
• Intro to Scholarship of Teaching and Learning
• BYOT: Bring Your Own Teaching Situation
• Graduate Teaching Certificate Program Help Desk

Identity
• Improv for the Researcher
• Story Telling 101
• Distilling Your Message
• 3 Minute Thesis Overview
• Staying Out of Plagiarism Hell
• Building and Updating a CV
• Preparing for Academic Interview Questions
• Onsite Academic Interview Fundamentals
• Understanding Copyrights: It’s Gray and More Than One Thing

Communication Skills
• Interdisciplinary Research: Managing Multiple Identities in Graduate School
• Demystifying Social Justice and Inclusion: Where do I fit? How do I relate?
• Using the Individual Development Plan to Navigate Your Own Path: Staying Unstuck! Or getting Unstuck!

Data Management
• Data Visualization
• Citation Management
• PURR- Data Repository
• Online Professional Identity
• Working with Data
• Literature Review Writing
• Deciding Where to Publish
• Citation Management Help Desk
• Telling Your Story with Data Visualization

Wellness
• Chill Out: Talking about your Research
• The Big R! Resiliency. Discuss Tocsis for Managing Stress and Wellness in Graduate School
• Self-Advocacy and the Imposter Syndrome
• Effectively Communicating your Needs

Preregister for free food!
https://www.purdue.edu/gradschool/gspd/activities/workshops.html

October 9 & 10
WALC Basement
8am - 5 pm

Register Today!